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H. Butler, who was charged
ttie murder of the Marvin boy at

Dovei, Del., bag been released trom
e
custody, for want of sufficient
against him.
A. E. Stilwell and a party of 80
capitalists who took a trip over the
lines of the Orient railroad in Mexico,
have returned.
Judge Thomas Ryan, of Kansas,
assistant secretary of the interior, has
relapse and Is again confined
bad
to his home In Washington. .
B. H. Fulton, of Marysville,
has
been elected grand commander of the
Kansas Knights Templar.
Emperor William recently unveiled
.five statues of his ancestors in the
garden In front of the palace at Berlin.
Senator Hale, of Maine, is a patient
hospital at
In the Johns Hopkins
Baltimore
where he has been operated upon.
The body of Mrs. Ida Sexton
was laid beside that of her
husband, the late President McKin-lein Woodlawn cemetery at Canton, O., with simple ceremonies. The
president, vice president and several
members of the cabinet were presevl-ienc-

y

y

ent.

f

Enoch W. Wiggins,
proprietor of
theaterB in Detroit, Rochester, N. Y.,
Cleveland and Phoenix, Ariz., is dead
In New York.
Frank T. Hawley, of Buffalo, N. Y.,
has been elected president of the
Switchmen's Union, of North America.
Henri Martin, an American painter, has been awarded the medal of
honor in the Paris salon.
Walter S. Cheesman, one of the
leading capitalists of Denver, died
unextiectedly at his home in that city
"
"remit! y .
President Roosevelt had a strenuous time at Lansing, Mich., recently,
making three addresses and holding
a reception all in three hours. In addition he presented the diplomas to
the graduating class at the State Agricultural college.
Miscellaneous.
Secretary Taft delivered an
to the National Federation of
at St. Louis on Memorial Day
subject of "Recent Instances
'

,

address
Millers
on the
of Al

truism."
Gov. Little, of Arkansas, Is report
ed to have passed the crisis In bis illness and la now convalescent
Tee leading Japanese residents of
t
Ban Francisco have united in a
regarding the recent assaults
on their countrymen in that city,
which they declare are due entirely
to racial prejudice.
stat-men-

The lives of Queen Maud of Nor
way and Mme. Fallieres, wife of the
French president, were saved by Gen.
Michel, who dragged them from their
carriage at Versailles Just before It
toppled off a bridge into a lake.
The weather bureau at Washington
has itsued a statement that all rec
ords were broken by tbe low tempera
ture during April and May through
put the country.
Is
threatened
French commerce
with paralysis as the result of a gen
eral strike of sailors in all the ports
of the republic.
Thirty thousand Chinese rebels are
reported to be under arms 40 miles
south of Amoy. The revolt is spread
lug to nearby towns.

At

the

Richmond,

mense good to the growing crops.
Arrangements have been completed
for the erection of a hotel in Chicago
to be 22 stories high and to cost with

SPEAKS ENTHUSIASTICALLY

NO. 22

VEIN OF GOOD COAL FOUND. .
IN RATON MOUNTAIN

HAYWOOD

TRIAL

A vein of fine coal has been struck
furnishings $3,500,000.
in Raton Mountain by workmen who
The Chinese rebels were recently
are engaged in blasting for the new PART OF ORCHARD'S CONFESSION
defeated in a severe engagement in
CORROBORATED, SAYS
tunnel being built by the Santa Fe.
the vicinity of Swatow.
PROSECUTION.
The Newark, N. J., carpenters have
The vein is sixteen feet wide and ths
won their strike for an eight hour
coal is of fine quality.
The Lantry
day at 50 cents an hour, a half holiIm150 WITNESSES TO TESTIFT
Construction
company,
which
has the
day Saturday, double pay for overcontract for building the tunnel, is
time and the closed shop.
A general strike of machinists on
using as much of the coal as possible Belief Expressed That Jury Cannot B
Found in Idaho That Will
the Louisville ft Nashville railroad
Hon. Horace C. Abbott, one of the there will be, nevertheless, a
for its engines and the remainder is
Agree What TenT
has been inaugurated.
of alfalfa and that the ex- being carted off by people of the
leading citizens of the great county
The interstate commerce commisBoise,
Idaho.
Senator Borah, leadperiment
"wild'-peaof
raiting
Canadian or
neighborhood.
sion has started an investigation of of Colfax", and one of its oldest, best
ing counsel for the prosecution in th
lor
feeding of live stock
the
Work on the tunnel is progressing Haywood case, said , that tbe state
interstate pips lines with a view to known and respected residents, is in will come
out all right. The Jaritas satisfactorily, but it will be
adjusting the tariffs to a more satis- Santa Fe, and will
at least would be able positively to corrobuntil next Land and Irrigation company has
remain
150 two years before it is completed.
factory basis.
The orate one important feature of Orweek on business. Mr. Abbott is one acres in alfalfa and
40 acres in peas new tunnel will be eighteen feet lowThe suit of the state of Texas
of
chard's cenkssion. Orchard, In the
pioneers
the
of
Colfax
county
and
as an experiment, the Springer Land er
OH comagainst the Waters-Piercthan the old one and will be wide version of his confession that has beea
pany has resulted in a verdict for the has been prominently indentified with and
company about the enough to permit the passage of two
state of $1,623,900 penalties and re- its interests, agricultural, stock rais- same amount, and it now looks as if trains instead of one. The mountain circulated over the country with the
tacit approval of Detective McParland,
voking of the permit of the oil com- ing and business for over a quarter oí the Canadian peas growing project
is a mass of solid rock, and every foot claims to have attempted
to assasa century. He is a large, stockholder will come up
pany to do business in Texas.
to expectations and if of it must be blasted, which is necessinate "Jim" Bradley, who was superA man believed to be John J. in the Jaritas Land and Irrigation so, mary
hundreds of acres in our sarily slow work.
intendent of the Bunker Hill mine durPritchard a locomotive fireman on company which has big holdings a section will be planted.
Th old tunnel will not be abandoned ing the Coeur d'Alene troubles In
the Santa Fe railroad fell from a few miles east of Springer and where
Big Irrigation Project.
Bradley quit the Coeur
'Alones
when the new one is completed, but
Street car crossing the intercity via- he and his family reside in a very
"The f armers' Development com- will be repaired and used exclusively when the bull pens were abolished and
duct at Kansas City and was in- comfortable and handsomely furnishtook, up his residence in San Francisco
pany, purchasers of the Valdez tract, for freight trains.
stantly killed.
One morning about two years aso, as
ed residence; he is also a director and is preparing to commence
active work
The cornerstone of the Fouith big
explosion occurred as he opened the
in the Springer Land on its extensive reservoir and ditch
stockholder
front door of his home. He was seCathedral of St. Paul, Minn., which,
Case
Important
Being
and
Irrigation company in the same system. The dam and reservoir will
verely injured and the house was damwhen completed, four years hence,
Heard In Santa Ee. aged.
will probably surpass any other Amer- vicinity and is interested in other en- be bitilt in the canon and valley of
Orchard told McParland that he ha'd
ican church in architectural distinc- terprises in his county. He was a the f?ayado river and at least eight
been delegated by the inner circle of
member of the house of representa- thousand acres of as good agriculturtion and beauty has been laid.
An important case involving the the Western Federation of Miners t
assembly, al land lies out of doors in this or any
The socialist convention of Ohio tives of the Thirty-seventBradley and that he had placed
ownership
of timber on about forty kill
adopted resolutions expressing sym- worked for what he considered the other
of the United thousand acres within the exterior bomb In such a position that Bradley
would explode It when he opened the
pathy for Moyer, Haywood and Petti-bon- best interests of his constituents and States will be placed
under irrigation boundaries of the Maxwell Land front door of his house.
and denouncing President Roose- made a fine record for faithfulness
and cultivation.
This land will raise Grant in the northwestern part of
The state Is gathering its array of
velt and Secretary Taft.
and close attention to his ditties.
with proper cultivation and sufficient Colfax county, has been up for a hear- witnesses, squads of them being asThe Russian famine committee has
signed to the care of Pinkerton detecConcerning conditions in the sheep water supply.abundant crops of the
ing before Pudge J. R. Mcl'ie in San tives. It is estimated that there are
notified its representatives
in Lon- raising industry in his
section this finest of ctreals and vegetables and is
don and New York to cease agitation
now in Boise" fifty of the 150 witnesses
ta Fe the past few days.
especially adapted to the successful
for subscriptions as Russia now is season Mr. Abbott said
The case is that of the Maxwell summoned by the staff. Even with
Sheep
Good.
Conditions
growing of the best sugar beets.. M. Land Grant company, J. C. Osgood this excess cf care which the state if
able to care for her own people.
bestowing on the witnesses, reports
"In the section of Colfax county in M. Miktsell, the manager, is at the
George Burnham, Jr., former genand the Continental Tie company of are circulated which indicate that they
I
which
reside
considering
the
very
eral counsel of the Mutual Reserve
home ranch and impresses one as an Raton vs. W. H. Eartlett, the Chica- are causing considerable trouble and
Life Insurance company, now serving cold and stormy spring, in my opinion energy lie, careful
and progressive go millionaire who some years ago no little annoyance to the sleuths. One
a term lin Sing Sing for grand lar- we did well. We have an average in- manager who
understands his busi- purchased a hundred thousand aoes of of the state's most important witceny, has been granted a new trial.
nesses is Lottie Day, a keeper of a recrease in lambs of seventy per cent ness ami who knows what he is about.
land within the Maxwell Land Grant sort at Cripple Cm k. She escapea
Four persons lost their lives by the and the sheep raiser who succeeds Members
of the religious sect known from the company.
the sleuths, and, It Is understood, took
burning of the summer cottage occu- that way, say for a number of years,
as the Dunkards, of whom there are
case came up on petition for a the afternoon train back to f llorado.
The
pied by Walter Schiffer, secretary of
ought to be well satisfeid. Consider- many in Pennsylvania and Ohio, are
She was Btibpoenaed
tell uf a conpermanent injunction restraining the versation with Orchardto in
the United Cigar Manufacturers com- ing th number of bearing ewes
relation to
the
become
quite
and
a
to
the
settlers,
pany at Long Branch, N. J.
defendant from removing or cutting the acts of violence committed in the
Mut- large number of acres have already
is
gratifying.
season
result
this
Representatives of the railroads
any timber' on the land in controversy. Cripple Crock district.
Counsel for the defense was inhave notified the Nebraska
state tons I think will bring as high a price been disposed of to some of these Among counsel for the plaintiffs is
board of assessment
that they will if not higher than they did last year, peo?!?. They are among the best Hon. Charles A. Spiess of Las Vegas. creased by the arrival of Attorney Peter Breen of Butte, a former member
resist the increased valuation of the but the qtictLn of feeding is not yet ftrir.
rou'Vry. jnml working,
ui the Western Federation and a
roads in the state amounting
to settled and may change matters, al- frugal, sober industrious, and very
of the Coeur d'Alone hull pen.
$5,000,000.
though the probabilities are that pricBreen was an active participant in ify
They believe in churches, "THE ELK'S TOOTH" TO Bfc
The Kansas supreme court has set es will contine to range high as there good schools,
PRESENTED IN RAÍON clashes in northern Idaho and ig T'.,
hard work and plain,
aside the summons in the cases o( will not be as large a number of lambs
acquainted with the conditions and the
Friini
Raton Range.
the
living.
They will make
persons arrayed on the other side. He
Rochester and Imperial Brewing com- on the market as there were last year, but decent
An elaborate production of the fxchanged
first
class
of
citizens
county.
our
greetings with Attorney
panies and the Heim Real Estate comcharming
spectacle,
"The
Elk's Hawley, who fifteen years ago was
County Has Great Resources.
pany, but refused the same action in when the lamb crop was remarkably
"Ves, I look to see Colfax county Tooth" which has been presented counsel for the federation and
regard to the other brweries in the ac- great and the yield a very favorable
for him In the several trials fot
tion to appoint receivers for their one for the sheep men. Wool is like- one of the greatest and richest in our with much success in Trinidad,, Las luwlng the early troubles.
I
high
ly to range as
as last year and
property In the state.
great Sunshine Territory and soon to Vegas and Albuquerque within the
In the person of one Lloyd, a PinkAssistant District Attorney Heney can seen no good reason for a reduc- be Sunshine state, within five years. the past few months, will be given at erton agent, Breen recognized Han y
Is authority for the statement that the tion in figures for New Mexico fleecOur coal deposits are practically inex- the Coliseum in this city on Tuesday Allison, who joined the Miners' unh
at Gem, Idaho, during the strike, and
San Francisco police force Is bein; es. The wool yield promises to be a
haustible and our timber resources and Wednesday evenings, June 18 and became secretary of that union. A
used in an attempt to reach prospectfair
one.
very
are of the finest in the United States HJ.
other of Allison's aliases Is Seringa.
ive Jurors and witnesses in the briberyIt will b peresentcd under the ausr His occupation here Is to set as a body"Cattle in our section have gone today. I read in the New Mexican
-graft
prosecutions.
through the winter and spring well that the Dawson Coal company would pices of Raton Lodge No. 8Ó5, R. P. guard for the manager of the Pinker-to- n
The Chinese rebellion is spreading,
sleuths.
and
the calf crop has been very satis increase its output from ninety thou- O. E., but will be under the personal
and many of the Inhabitants oí the
Some fears urn express"d an to the
ranges
and
factory.
for
cattle
The
supervision
and direction of Messrs. chaiicis of the Jury withstanding th
revolutionary zone are fleeing te
sand tons per month to three hundred
places of safety. Tbe uprising is at- sheep are in very good condition and thousand tons, and I think, without Brown & Klein of Chicago, under long fcti;:Ui f tie tili'.l. Among lh
twelve mm in the box 111010 than hall
tributed to excessive taxation.
the water supply, both living and still, difficulty, this could be increased to a whose management it was
d
i.re mure tlmn sixty yais of age, three
The general synod of tbe Lutneiaa is all that can be desired at this time greater figure, if the management in the places above mentioned.
have pr.nstd the sev nty mark, and the
church has adopted a resolution to of the year and promises well for the
There will be over sixty people in hvHtij-- is ühout fif'.;. light. With the
wanted it. The coal there is of a very
assess annually each member two cents summer.
fine quality; it is as good looking coal the cast, all home talent. Rehearsals exrtptlon if one, the jury Is com; .'Oil
for the benefit ot the Lutheran Hoius
who ure used to outdoiu
Crops in our part have been dam
have been in progress for several days i f
at Lincoln. Neb.
life, and the confinement is already
(Continued on Last Page.)
believe
I
frosts,
but
aged
by
play
late
and
in
the
will
be
manon
put
a
M
Hiera
to ttll on seme who have :
The National Federation of
ner that will suit the most fastidious. for more than two wkn.
held a three days' session at St. Louti
"WOMAN BUYS
Messrs. Brown & Klein carry their
recently. Millers from all parts of the
Real Estate Transfers.
Boise, Idaho. It i?ems almost be
TELEGRAPH LINE own scenery and accessories and
United States and from abroad wen
yond the range of possibility at this
The following real estate transiere
In attendance.
Santa Fe, N. M. It is reported here promise the residents of Raton a de time that tbe Haywood jury will agree
persons
passed have been recorded in the office of
Eight thouss-- d
Then what?
on good authority that the independ lightful entertainment.
through ths McKinley home at Canton,
Will the accused bo released, rear
There is considerable singing in the
issue: ent telegraph line from this city to
county
last
since
clerk
the
the
O., to view for the last time the feat
rested and turned over to Colorado
production
delightful
much
and
com
Feb. 12 William Van Bruggen to Cerrillos, operated by J. W. Mayes
authorities for trial on conspiracy
ures of ths widow of the late presi
edy work and those who will take charges in that state, or will sn at
in connection with the local office of
dent.
town
in
acres
E.
Sarah
Simmons,
92J
part are working hard and earnestly tempt be made to secure another jury
The rumor that Michael Czolgosa,
the Postal Telegraph company, has
for a rehearing of the Steuuenburfi
a brother of the slayer of President ship 27, range 23 east. Consideration been purchased by a woman, Mrs. to make it a huge success.
murder charge In Boise?
McKinley was In Canton at the time $275.
H. W. Warner, and will be operated
Tbese are tbe questions that are upa
McKinley's
created
funeral
THE BALL GAME AT DAWSON permost in tbe minds of those most
of Mrs.
by her.
May
to
M.
16
Kate
Hartsell
stir among the secret service men,
The Swastika Bal! Team, with many vitally interested in the result of tbe
Mrs. Warner has been local manaMartha W. Gillum, lots 17 and 18,
trial now In progress. The situation
but nothing was seen ot blm.
ger of the Western Union Telegraph friends, left Cimarron last Sunday is remarkable In many ways.
Thomas D. Jordan, Jormer comp- blk 5, original towosite of Raton. office for the past two years and is morning on the regular train enroutc
Three men are indicted. Three mcti
troller of the Equitable Life Assur Consideration, f2,lC0.
to Dawson to play the Dawson team. are to be tried. Tbey are charged with
popular in this city.
11
to
guilty
pleaded
not
society,
sure
July 16, 1900 Antonio Kivoli to She believes that a woman can con- They were met at Vermcjo with wag- conspiracy and complicity In tbe murder of a former chief executive of a
Indictments for forgery and perjury Mrs. Boney Schoenen, lnt.3, block 46,
duct a business as well as a man and ons and carriages for the men and the state, the entire population of which
In New York, and was released on ball
first
kindly
ladies
were
New Mexico Town company's
taken aboard the does not exceed that .f Uenver.
if the energy, pluck and business abilin the sum of $10,000.
The history of the labor troubles
of Raton. Consideration ity she has shown in conducting the special train of Mr, Charles Springer
Decoration day was observed as a
leading
death of this
affairs of the Western Union here and party all arriving in Dawson in governor toIs tbe
public holiday In the canal zone and $180.
known by heart to nearly
only work that was absolutely neces
every man, woman aod child In Idaho.
May 31 B. P. Williams to Josie D. are continued in her new position she due time.
The game resulted in the defeat of A majority of those eligible for jury
sary was permitted.
Lockard, lots 17 and 18, of B. P. Wil- will have a handsome income. The
The president has Issued a procla- liams block in southeast addition to Cerrillos line was constructed in the the Swastika team much to the chag- duty have a firmly rooted ronvlctk.a
tbe federation officials are either
days when Cerillos was a lively min- rin of their friends, who expected that
mation creating a reservation 60 feet
Innocent or guilty.
$100.
Raton.
Consideration
northern
entire
along
the
In width
ing camp and has always remained a them to make good on this game. The
Three weeka have gone by and a
May 20 W. A. Shalleuberfrer to J. paying proposition. Renewal
border of Mexico, for the purpose ol
of min- wish was frequently expressed that jury has not yet been secured In the
suppressing smuggling along the in- G . Eaton, lot 5, block 4, Shallenberger ing activity in the South Santa Fe the Cimarron Swastikas would really most populous county in the state.
Tbey will be compelled to base their
ternational line.
& Major's addition to Raton. Con
mining district and Golden promises "play ball" but the score stood 7 to 4 verdict largely upon
submitted
circumstantial
to figures
According
$1,500.
sideration
On the return evidence. They will hear the testito make the business over the line in favor of Dawson.
to Gov. Gillett, of California, there
Jan. 19 B. S. Letton to S. A. double several times. It is probable home the whole party were brought mony of Harry Orchard, the nature of
are 40,000 idle persons in San Fran
lots 13 and 14, block 6, that the line will be extended from on the special, other arrangements which, It is promised, will be startling
Wiseman,
of
result
the
Presdirect
cisco as the
In the extreme.
original townsite of Raton. Consider- Cerrillos south to Madrid and other having failed to materialize. Mr.
ent labor troubles.
All the 200,000 Inhabitant, of Idaho
Springer's
immediate
party were, in will read the disclosures Orchard will
mining camps, a distance of forty
day address at ation $3,500.
In his Decoration
Roosevelt
President
Indianapolis
May 13 Jennie Codlin to Mrs. Reoa miles or more. Albuquerque Even- addition to Mrs. Springer: Mr. and make. he They will base opinions on
tells tbe court and jury. In
Mrs. Stanley Chase and Mr. Letts. what
gave the first publlo utterance to hit
Kellerman,
lots 13 and 14, block 4, ing Citizen.
the very nature of things, these readviews regarding the relationship ol
a number of ladies be
were
There
ers will be disqualified for jury duty.
th government to tbe railroads. He original plat of Raton. Consideration
Mineral prospecting at and near Ute sides these whose names have not
How, then, can a jury be obtained
$1,050.
declared there would be no deviation
any county ot the state either to
April
H. B. Turner to T. B Park is being prosecuted in a lively been ascertained. The crowd report In
from from the policy laid down by
retry Haywood. In case the preset
Hart,
lot 6, block 2, Maxwell West way these days. The outlook is fine one of the merriest times of their Jury
predicted, or to sit
disagrees,
his addminlstration. He prefers na addition to Raton,
Consideration for plenty of water which is of course lives and compliment Dawson high In Judgment uponas Moyer or PettiboueT
tlonal Incorporation as a remedy for f'JOO.
I
mining.
in
placer
needed
as
entertainers.
stn;e of the existing evils.

OE COLEAX COUNTY'S GROWTH

H. C. Abbott of Springer Lauds its Resources
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Host Important Happenings cf the
i
Past Seven Days.
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HEWS OF THE WEEK

1

reunion
Confederate
Va., 1,209 camps were

at

A torpedo placed on tbe street car
tracks in Chicago blew a car filled
with workingmen from the tracks
causing a panic in which two men
.were seriously Injured.
In his report on the Madison Branch
case, Judge Garver upholds the Missouri Pacific railroad in its refusal tc
establish a separate passenger service
between Madison, Kansas, and Butler,

'Missouri
The Kansas State Dental Association
held a three days' session in Topeka
recently.
A police census Just completed gives

the population of the District of

Co-

lumbia as 329,591, of whom 96,188 are
negroes.
Ths vicinity of Houston, Texas, has
been visited by heavy rain storms In
some instances amountinig to cloudbursts. Tbe country for miles was
cove-c- d
with water.
Ralu fell recently ell over Oklahoma and Indian Territory úar'.r.?, im

and Great Development Refers to Its
mense Supplies of Coal. Timber, Etc.
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Entered an Hcoud-lM- t
ondfr the act of Congress of MtrchS, 171.

SUBSCRIPTION TWO DOLLARS PER YEAR
DISPLAY ADVERTISING 15 CENTS PER INCH

EDITORIAL v

Scarcity of Blonde.
said a hairdresser, "who
ever sees a blonde nowadays? They
are almost as scarce as hens teeth.
Why? Well, I cant Just Bay. For
countless years blondeness bas been
the type of ideal beauty. Back In the
time of Nero all the ladies of the
court powdered their hair with gold
dust to simulate the flaxen tresses of
Poppaea, and
half the women
with naturally fair hair have it
bleached.
Another thing, the yellow
tress seems to lose Its color with the
advancing age of a woman, and one
whose head shone with golden locks
at 20 will have sober brown locks or
drab colored ones at the ace of 35
There's not one natural blonde in 30
wnose hair doesn t make that chanee.
Another thing, a blonde doesn't gather
gray nalrs as early as her darker sis
ter. Fact, you watch it," Philadel
A

"Blondes,'

to-da-y

Betting

Washington.
While there la not now a gambling
house In Washington, there la still
some betting, of course. Some senators and a good many representatives
manage to get op some pretty stiff
games in their private homes, but the
stakes are as nothing compared to
those wagered when Washington was
a wide-opetown and the sports were
left unmolested. Gambling, and for
large sums, was common in those
days, and especially among southern
ancl western members. Scores of them
squandered their modest per diem
(then eight dollars only) at the gambling tables, and some impaired their
private fortunes by the same

Brogans.

In

Live Stock

la there such a thing In the market
as a brogan? Forty years ago the
brogan
was the Ideal shoe
of the farmer and laborer. It was
cheap one dollar a P&ir and with
the roughest kind of treatment would
last through a season of plowing and
harvesting. Two paira were enough
for a year's wear. At first this shoe
was coarse and hard, but when we
put it on we soaked our feet in the
creek, or branch, until the leather
(cowhide) got soft and pliant, when BOUGHT
It would fit itself to the foot as paper
fits the wall. Thereafter all you had
On
to do to keep the brogan in fine fettle
was to grease it with tallow once
week, which rendered it soft and wa- Parties wishing to buy or eell either
terproof. It ought to be the Ideal
Live Stock or Real Estate, will
shoe for boys who make
do well to call on or list their
rough'
house. It takes blacking well and will
property or stock with me
Good Equestriennes.
A familiar figure on the streets of shine and reflect like a mirror when
Washington is Mr. Constantino Brun, polished. N. Y. Press.
Proprietor of the Hartley Meat Market
the minister from Denmark, who is an
Meats for sale by the quarter
Flying Fish Struck Sailor.
excellent horseman. Miss Maria Calvo,
at all times
When the liner Korea was bowling
daughter of the minister from Costa along on a smooth sea In the tropics
Rica, and the Misses Calderón, daughbetween Yokohama and Honolulu a
ters of the secretary of the Peruvian flying fish struck second Officer R. Alllegation, are among the most ardent man as he stood on
N. M.
the bridge and
tr
horsewomen in official circles. Miss caused him some little injury.
of
Virginia,
West
Elkins,
Katherine
The fish was one of a large school
is a noted horsewoman and follower and had flown to an unusual height at
of the hounds. She goes frequently to the time. Allman was at the moment
Miss Maud taking an observation when he
The Plains, in Virginia.
felt a
Converse, daughter of Rear Admiral
blow on his right side. A hasty glance
Converse, and Miss Esther Denny, downward disclosed
the flying fish,
daughter of Col. Denny, of the marine which lay on the bridge stunned from
corps, are expert and graceful riders.
the Impact with the officer's body.
Allman was not seriously hurt and
Lovers of Outdoor Life.
Waghe saved the flying fish, wljich is re
C. C. Arosemena, first secretary of tained as a memento of his strange exthe Panama legation, formerly a Cor perience. The bridge ot the Korea,
nell football player, rides and plays where Allman stood. Is about 50 feet
Neat;olf. and Sr. Felipe Pardo, the Peruabove the surface of the sea.
vian minister, Is one of the most en
New
thusiastic horsemen of the city. He
Good Shot at 119.
has a wide reputation as a hunter of
Rigs
to OrFrancisco Jose, who was born at
big game. He made a trip to the wilds
in 1788, was reAmares,
Paradella,
of Canada last summer.
HorseshoeiSr. Sylvino
cently presented to the Medical ConJo Amaral, first secretary of the Bra
gress
on Tuberculosis at Oporto, as a
ng.zliian legation. Is another hunter ot
Work
fine specimen of a perfectly healthy
big game of note. He has trophies oi
man
of
race.
the Lusitanian
old
the chase from the foresta of the Ama
Though 119 years old, he has no
.on, and bas hunted a great deal Id symptom
of any disease. Jose served
N. M.
Argentina.
In the Portuguese army which in 1810
opposed the invasion of the French
The Earth's Surface.
under Napoleon I. He Was present at
Two sisters, one tipping the scalet the siege of Oporto in 1832.
at 200 pounds or more, and the other
He is still a good shot and works
slight to extreme slimness, but beau as a tailor, carpenter, shoemaker,
tiful, were being introduced at a re painter and gardener.
AND
(bro-GAN- )

AND

ileal Estate

n
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Commission

guests at pma Kecord.
President Roosevclt'3 letter to Hundred and twenty-fiv- e
former Governor Hagerman contains once occupied the hall and were load
ed with all kinds of good things to
Fishermen Statesmen.
the following concerning the appoint
cat.
After the banquet the guest
Quite a number of officials find their
wient of Hon. George Curry as gov repaired to their homes
and the homes recreation along the banks of more
ernor of the territory. The Colt'ax of their friends with the happiest of or less turbulent streams, in quest of
county fricnd9 of Mr. Curry concur congratulations to the entertaining nnny prey. Senator Foraker and Sen
ator Proctor are the most prominent
in the good opinion ofthe President young men. The organization whic
senatorial asnermen. The Ohioan fre
gave
above
the
is
entertainment
regarding him and will accord him
quently steals away from his duties
unique one and the uniform worn b
at the capítol for a day's sport with
the fullest support. "No one suggest- the young men consists
of whie duck the bass along tha upper Potomac.
Captain
ed to me the appointment of
trousers, black shirt and scarlet ti A. C. Conrad, chief clerk of the fourth
Curry as your successor. The idea and a patent leather belt with a gold assistant postmaster generals office
was my own, because I wished under buckle engraved with the lodge em is one who has listened to the call of
the wild. He is an angler for big
the extraordinary circumstances in Diem witn a star, witn tne letters
game. Maj. Sylvester, chief of police
M. A. surrounding it. These your.
of Washington, and president of the
Kew Mexico to find some man whom
men are rightfully considered the National Police
association, is an ar
I personally knew and whose upright-Bes- most royal
entertainers in the south dent fisherman with more than a local
strength of character and knowlthose favored with their in reputation.
edge of the people and the circum- west and
vitations are favored indeed.
I
confientire
have
could
stances
In another column of this pape
A Vanishing Lake.
dence. Captain Curry was one of the
will be found a rhymed story of this
Fresh evidence of the disappear
kest men in my regiment. He has
happy occasion, the names mentioned ance of Lake Tchad in Central Africa
keen away from New Mexico for in
has lately been accumulated. Caot
it being the names bestowed upo
eight years, so that he is in no shape
Anglo-Frenc-h
Boundary
by the order; these being con Tllho of the
them
er way identified with any factional
Commission says that the form and
purposes
tor
handier
social
sidérea
area of the lake have undergone great
trouble therein. I do not even know
than the longer cognomans of thi changes since the explorations of
kis politice. During these eight years
members. The C. M. A. is easily the Barth and Nachtigal, 40 to 50 years
ke has done distinguished military
most popular club in this part of the ago. It is now navigable only in cer
end civil service in the Philippines,
country and their friends hope tha tain places, and boats frequently run
ot only having shown great gallantry
they will do this again and do it often aground. The tendency seems to be
in action, but marked administrative
toward the deveiojanent of a vast
ability when in charge of the Man-lmarsh on the site of the lake, al
though half a century ago its great
olie'e force and afterwards in various
AS THE SIM GOES DOWN.
waves in stormy weather gave it the
other positions, including that of govappearance
of an ocean.
I
ernor in the provinces. As far as
JOSEPHINE
ception.
FOSTER.
know there has been aniversal ap"What's her name?" whispered one
The
dark
green
hills
watches
their
keep
Mortgage
The
Lifter.
Lace Coats for Evening.
in
his
New
Mexico of
proval
choice;
Some successful hog raisers like to young man to a friend, referring tc
Above
velvet
the
plain
coats will be worn for evening
Lace
end approval of the choice of Cantain
speak of the hog as a mortgage lifter, the slim sister. "I didn't catch it.
day and they assume many
for
flowers
and
Too
folding
are
sleep
into
is
incompatible
as
governor
Curry
'Virginia," answered the friend.
and doubtless he is that in many
In
Irish lace they sink into
forms.
As
down
the
goes
sun
again.
Virginia:
repeated the young the belt ot a
with the existence on the part of
cases. The great fecundity of the hog
trimming of
apparent
in
surprise.
fian,
"Then
her
hope
of
approving
it
cither the
those
The wiudow-fctareach mark a home and the fact that his meat always
velvet, which borders the sleeves of
be
must
sister
whole
the
United
brings a big price makes him an easy
r the desire to see crooked methods
the same. Straight-frontecoats enWhere loved are gathered round
Llppincott's Magazine.
tirely of lace, made after the order of
obtain in the New Mexico gjvrm-went- .' And high in heaven's ill imined dome animal to- figure on to help lift the states!"
Wines,
debt that has been placed on the farm.
the paletots, of years ago, three-quartTheir counterparts are found.
study
hog
The
of
the
Masked at Church.
and his needs
length, are a good example.
For
Very truly yours,
will increase his importance as a mort
Two sisters, one 15 the other 17, day wear lace coats are often suppleThe evening shudows wrap within
THEODORE ROOSEVELT
gage lifter. There is no doubt that If have been charged at Olinutz, with mented by a good deal of velvet,
Their folds the hour of peace
we can learn how to keep the cholera
offending the public feeling of rever
which covers the back and the front
if you cannot go to the Jamestown Whfn all the day of toil and diu
away and learn how to furnish cheap ence by going to church in masks. In of the bodice portion, the lace, as It
food, rich in
Exposition perhaps you can go to
lefense,
they protested that they were, being appliqued on to it.
elements,
Is wrapped in sweet release.
we will reduoe in number th mortmeant no harm. They had bean at a
iome portion of Colfax county that
gages on American farms.
masked ball till five o'clock in the
you have nut yet visited. There is
Freak Jewelry.
morning, and had slipped into the
Among the charms most generally
many a beautiful spot in your own
they
just
as
church
were.
The
court
Only Had a Grandpa.
worn at the present moment are the
county that you nave not seen an
There arrived one day at the home delivered judgment to the effect that signs of the zodiac cut in gold and actBiany ot these places hold promise
the accused were certainly guilty, but ing as a spell during
certain months
Mrs. Fyle is visiting her daughter. of Annie and Barbara an oil painting meant no
fir- - the interested person.
harm. They were, there against, all unlucky influence, sprigs
of the paternal grandparent
with a
ot
Mrs.
Johu Blewett, on Red river.
There is fine fanning land ami rich
buy between them, which fore, acquitted.
white heather set in crystal, jade stars
willing districts and for those on
baby
is now Annie's and Barbara's
Ralph Rogers went over to Ciuiar-ro- u
40 miles east of Springer,
having points according to the owner's
pleasure bent, there are as beautiful
father. The little girls were delight
lucky number, bog wood pigs, Conne-marDrive Auto Through Smoke Stack,
Saturday to atteud the dance.
2500 acres for sale. These
ed, the elder shouting:
"O, think!
p!iccs to camp and fish ami picnic as
Jule3 Verne made one of his char
marble owls, small pieces ot
lands are part of an estate
Glidden
Hintuan
returned
Monday
papa,
was
boy!"
our
that
little
that
go
begged
to
from lucky card tables
acters
the moon in a steel pro wood
ire Fiimil anywhere.
and must be sold. Also
from
few
a
younger,
in
in
a
days'
reproving
stay
When
Raton.
the
Jectile and the world marveled at his and carried In miniature boxes of gold,
The resources of Colfax county are
tone said: "No, It wasn't! We didn't
many other small tracts
ngenuity.
lucky
lucky
In
beans,
nails,
the
Detroit
day
of
and,
other
R.
E.
Mjuniug
and
family are
as diversified as need be for pleasure
have a papa then; we only had a in the yard of the Detroit Shipbuild
course, that
talisman, the
ur bttiiiu'ss trips and you will do well spending a few days at their ranch ou grandpa."
ng company, four men In an automo
bent sixpence.
the Upper Pouil.
V' spare time enough to become
bile were driven through a section of
with them. If you expect to
one of the stacks for the new passen
Lige Shahau aud wife and Miss
The Sexes.
The Cost of Gain.
remain here as a citizen or as a Florence Littrell attended the Cimar-'oWoman is like a flower and needs ger steamer, the City of Cleveland,
The cost of making gains on the
congenial
Vratiurer yon will remember with
sur- - which is under course of construction body of the hog is now one of
ontle warmth and
SPRINGER, N. M.
dance Saturday night.
the
oimditms to bring out her best points. for the Detroit & Cleveland Navigat great things to consider in the feedV'eaure in after years the beauty
A.
company.
Wh
ing
P.
teley
aud
family
spe&t Man, like the oak, must be hardened
the fine views and the delight-il- l
ing of hot;s.
When foods for hogs
Sunday on the Vermejo at the Lige and tempered by the cold winds of adcost nothing, no one thought of askclimate to be found here.
versity though not all men can stand
An Old Factory.
ing how much a pound of gain cost.
Littrell ranch.
this very Hevere test; but undoubtedA buried manufactory of the Roman We must use more pasturage, and
John J. Dratkftt and wife, of Cim ly warmth, physical and sentimental, or early
June, tlie bride of the vcar is with
Christian epoch has been ac work into that pasturage some of the
again. S íe has traveled far and to arron, sent Sunday aud Monday at is wanted to allow the fair sex to bloscluentaliy discovered 15 meters be legumes,, as these are rich In the nisom forth In all its delicate beauties neath the soil at Samo In the Cam trogen that is used in making muscle.
c who have waited,
it has seemed a the Pirjckett ranch with his parents.
Will have a car load of Fruit
of mind, body and spirit. The Queen.
pania, Italy. The place has not yet Without muscle the hog is without
i"W journey.
And yet
the
Mrs. Gussie Simmons returned from
Trees
from Star' Nursery
explored,
thoroughly
been
but the re stamina.
rain, the snow and the chilly winds Raton Sunday, and will
Co., Quiucy, 111.
::"
spend a week
::
mains of. a marble pavement and pf
Uncle Sam's Pasturage.
ihf. comes to us as fresh and sweet,
with .Mr. aud Mrs. T. B. Simmon.
shelves, vases, and mural and celling
Sam,
Job,
Uncle
unlike
the
rich
Forestry in Public Schools,
warm and .sunny a of old. To
E. O. Brown was in from the ranch man of the east, does not own many paintings of Pompetián type In good
Massachusetts is trying to arouse
i. ny, and we hope to tlit majority,
preservation
of
are
state
noted
among
her public, school pupils to. Interest in
He is taking out an irri rattle and horses or sheep and goats,
r m n s proui'se and h- pe and to Tuesday.
i!i
the finds.
but he furnishes an enormous amount
forestry, .and State Forester F. W.
gating ditch from which he cau use a of
jiie few for whom she brings but
grazing land for those who do have
Rane has sent out to every school
The alxive will be on sale on
of dearer days, she also lot of Hood water. Dan Jackson is herds and (looks. The total number
superintendent In the state a circular
So'e Survivor of Monitor.
and after March: 1st.
:i . ::,
her sweetness and power to doing the work.
of grown stock allowed to graze upon
William Durst, of Philadelphia, was letter 6(jtting forth the desirability of
tt'irm and divert. Welcome to the
Fred Kliukman and wife came yes- national forest lands during the sea- on board the Monitor In the historic further educating Ibe children In car
son of 1907 Included l.SSS.OOi) cattle fight with the Merrlmac of Fortress ing for trees. He offers seedlings
Irjutiful month from all New Mexico. terday from Koehler. aud
are the and horses and 4,S95,020 sheep and Monroe March 9, 1862, and Is the sole seed of white pine, white ash, and
red
guests of Mrs. Klinkintn's parents, goats.
survivor of the crew which manned spruce, beech, chestnut and oak. trees
The
who claims that the trcs-i-- r Mr. ami Mrs. A. P. Whiteley.
SPRINGER, N. M.
"the Yankee cheese box" on that on payment of the actual expense of tf.
I
vns-itwill put 'he
digging
occasion.
The
express
and
charges.
memorable
veteran
it
as
Germ
Tobacco
Killer.
Win. Ru.ston shipped a lot of polo
.'rcrty or e ponies to Colorado
Ivhtst J rice on h
s. MEYER
Is tobacco in the form of cigars and sailor is still in good mental and
Springs this week,
t fell it. This pohej - r t )
cigarettes an effective germ killer? physical condition.
Horticultural
Crime.
vid te ul family Rill spend some Smallpox was prevalent in Canton,
In the twentieth century we have
i flood f the city. He should
n
The Reason for It.
f
become so sophisticated as to dye real
sill out and go to Triinlni iijip owl there and take iu the polo China, during the recent visit of the
t-Law
gam
duke and duchess of Connaught and
Mrs. Hiram Often Why did you flowers, and horrible possibilities are
"cic croaking is the fashion.
Patricia,
your
and
the
visitors leave
opened up by the announcement that
last place?
Mi. Hut ton and family arrived here Princess
Raton
were compelled to smoke cigarettes
Pretty Servant The couple I lived even the innocent daffodil is being Rooms 6 and 7, Roth Block.
Tuesday
from
Kansas
lot
with
a
i
of
a hard man
President Roosevelt
incessantly as a preventive of the dls with didn't agree.
treated in this fashion, and offered for
The duke never ventured out
Often Why should sale in London shops in a flaming scarMrs. Hiram
t poe, says a Washington photog teams, and are waiting for the rest of ease.
their disagreements bother you?
let tint. Once begin a horticultural
rapher, which reminds, the Omaha the Wheeler grading outfit to arrive without a cigar in his mouth.
Pretty Servant Why, the mistress career of crime, and where will the
S. BROWN,
ice that "he is a still harder man to whn they will go to work on the
didn't like me, but the master was thing end? Ladies' Pictorial.
Baked Potatoes with Cheese.
v; pose." In spite of himself he may Ponil branch of the railroad.
Take six large potatoes and slice In quite fond of me.
sJso prove a hard man to depose.
Walter Barlow and family left on moderately thin slices, place a layer
Driving It Horn.
N. M.
Saturday for Clereland, O., where in a baking dish, season with salt and
No Wires.
Daughter Have you found out yet
THE C. M, A. DANCE
Did you ever send a wireless what it was that papa cut out of
Mrs. Barlow and the children will pepper and dot with butter, cover
Yeast
the
The Coming Men of America Star
with a layer of American cheese. Conmessage?
paper?
I.odge entertained their membership spend the summer with home folks. tinue with potatoes, butter, cheese,
Yes,
one
sent
Crimsonbeak
Mother Yes. I bought another
Mr. Barlow will return in two or three
Then over all pour
etc., alternately.
in I many friends besides on last
opy. I ve reaJ it all through, but to
Wagon and Carriage .Works.
weeks
and
will
in
engage
business
in
milk
cup
of
and
place
rich
In
evening at Aztec Hall.
half
The
''What did It cost you?"
save my Ufe I can't see anything
Buggies and Spring Wagons
"One cent.'
wrong in It. It's an article on the vul
tests came from far and near; every Cimarron with the Maxwell Mercan- brisk oven and bake until potatoes are
Serve hot In baking dish.
soft.
"What do you mean?"
built to order. Horseshoeing
!
garity and silliness of buying furs that
from far and near was well tile company.
"I mean I sent a postal card through are beyond one's means.
and General BWksmithing.
represented. The halt was beautifully
Juan Apodaca is again at his post
the mail
and it cost me one
Handy Berry Carrier.
decorated with streamers, lantern as section foreman here. He a ad his
The berry carrier commonly used
Bishop Dislikes Japanese.
The family have been visiting in Wagon consists of a box with aides three
and bright colored draperies
Jerusalem's Via Dolorosa.
Bishop Warren Candler, of Georgia.
djnee opened at nine o'clock with Mound for
half-inchigh,
Inches
made
of
lumber
It Is only 400 years since the name seems to have had some disagreeable Ht C. ALFOBDthe past thirty days, and
tv jsic by the Cimarron string orches-',rs- .
of
just
carry
and
size
the
to
or
six
ot Via Dolorosa was given to the nar- experiences while traveling in the land
incidently looking out for the wife
eight boxes. Generally It is considered row lane down which Christ passed of the mikado. Writing
A merry dance was enjoyed until on, Alfredo, who
Attorney-at-La- w
was married a few
of the Jana
about half past twelve when supper das aro. 1 he bride and groom have that six boxes are enough for , one car from the Judgment ball of Pilate to nese, he says: "They are a thieving,
Rooms 6 and 7, Roth Block
r ma(
rler. This box
Calvary. At this time also the sacred robbing, mercenary and conscienceless
was served in the banquet hall above. Qit returned to Maxwell,
by bending
ot-anatatlona first were marked out tor set and the truth is not in them."
Enormous tables which seated the one
RATON,
Dixie.
NEW MEXICO
Uckln.
pilgrims.
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General Blacks
smithing,
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Devotion Personified.

'

"The personal devotion of pupils
sometimes takes unexpected turns,"
said the principal of one of the big
New York boys' grammar school down
on Henry street. Several of the little
fellows got into the habit of coming
to my desk at the noon recess and
after school, anxious to 'do something
for teacher," and the assignment of
some little task meant bliss and a dis
tinction above their fellows for the
rest of the day. One day at noon I
gave a little chap a letter to post
which I had written to a friend who
lived up In One Hundred and Tenth
street He departed with an expansive grin, and did not return that day.
Next morning he appeared with the
grin still in evidence, and triumphantly deposited on my desk a much begrimed postage stamp, with the remark: 'There! I licked it off and
tuk de letter up meself. I saved yer
two cents fer you.' "
Parrots Give Fire Alarm.
Five hundred parrots on the second
floor of a Broadway, N. Y., bird store
gave the first alarm of fire, which was
raging on the first floor one evening
recently, and brought firemen in time
to save their lives and to check the
blaze before much damage resulted.
Their cries of alarm sounded so nearly like human being in distress that it
was at first supposed persons were
being burned or smothered in the
building. "Fire! fire! Oh, Lordy!"
were samples of the screams heard on
the street. They aroused the janitor,
who got a waiter in a nearby place to
turn in an alarm.
Violin Used 87 Years in Church.
The violin used by A. R. Beck at the
Passion week and Easter services in
the Moravian church, Lititz, has been
in use at those services for 87 years.
Like all violins it improves the older
it gets. It was made by Karl Friedrick
Lippold at New Kirchen bel Ahdorf,
Germany, in 1817, and was purchased
through a Bethlehem music dealer by,
John William Rauch, a
Lititz poet and musician. After his
death it was purchased by Mr.. Beck,'
who has used it 44 years. The edges
are beautifully ornamented with pure
Ivory, and it is as good as new in ap-- '
well-know-

pearance.

Just Like a Man.
"John, the cook has left " ''Now,
Gwendolyn, is It right to meet me
with such news when. I return home
late from the office all tired out and
hungry " "But, John, dear, I merely
want to say the cook his left "
'Yes, I know you 'merely want to
say.' And I merely want to say that
it's a whanged shame that this household is eternally disorganized.
Other
women manage to keep their servants. Why can't you? Why " "John
Smith, I tell you that the cook knew
you would be late, so she left a cold
chicken, a custard pudding and a pint
of claret on the dining-roota&le
for you." "Well, Gwendolyn, why In
the name of common intelligence
didn't you say that at first?" Judge.

Golf Popular at Capital.
Golf claims the attention of many
Washington officials seeking
r
recreation. Justice Harlan of the su
ipreme court of the United States is
one of the most notable of these.
jJohn E. Wilkie, chief of the secret
service, is an enthusiastic follower of
the gilf ball, and Is president of the
Columbia Golf club, of which Henry
L. West, one of the commissioners of
the district, is a member. Frank H.
Hitchcock, of Massachusetts, first assistant postmaster general, is one of
sportsmen In the
;he best
capital. He is a boxer, a pedestrian
and a golfer. He was one of the organizers of the Columbia club, but has
not played since taking up bis post

Belonged to Him.

Joke on Lord Kelvin.
Lord Kelvin, when he was Sir William Thomson, had, as professor of
an assistant
natural philosophy,
pamed Day, who took his lectures for
When the pro- ;bim in his absence.
returned
the
would
students
Íessor eagerly to him,
and for the first
ten minutes or so he spoke clearly
and intelligently to all. By and by,
however, some new idea would suggest itself, and he would follow It out
in his lecture, getting more and more
beyond the depth of his hearers, until
at last not one of them could understand him. On one occasion a student
"Work while It is yet
remarked:
Day, for the (k) night cometh when no
man can work."

out-doo-

office

"She was my woman. I had a right
to kill her." Morose and sullen, Max
Kredich declared this in the Butler
(Pa.) county jail 'the other day while
he was awaiting trial for the murder
of his wife. " go free," protested the
wife slayer, when the prospect of his
trial was suggested. "Its none of
their business." When he struck down
his wife in their home at Lyndora last
December, half a dozen boarders In
his house strove to restrain him from
abusing the little woman for an hour
before he broke her neck with a blow
of his bulky fist. Then he went at
them with a butcher knife, shouting,
It is nobody s business if I kill her.
Can Now Live at Home.
is one of the possibilities, and
even a probability, that the effect of
the recent service pension law will
be to take out of the soldiers' homes
many old sildiers whose pensions, In
creased under the new provisions, will
enable them to live at home, or with
their relations. If this prove to be the
case, it will make room for other vet
erans, those who need the refuge pro
vided for disabled veterans, but who,
thus far, have been crowded out. So
good will come all round from the new
pension law.

It

Blue Pencils Still Plentiful.
Where do all the lead pencils come
from 320,000,000 of them a year?
Mostly from red cedar, which is almost indispensable for the purpose,
since no substitute for it has yet been
found possessing all the necessary
qualities. Pencil cedar is the only
wood which is always sold by the
pound, and It is getting' scarcer while
the demand for pencils increases rapidly. A fortune awaits the man who
shall hit upon a satisfactory

A Sure Cure.
Lady Visitor (at office of eminent
physician) I have called, doctor, to
ask if there is any cure for sleepwalking. I have had the habit for
years, and lately it has become wofse.
Dr. Highprice
It can be cured,
madam. Take this prescription, and
have it filled at Colde, Steele & Co.'s.
"Colde, Steele & Co.'s? Why, that
is not a drug store. It is a hardware
firm."
"Yes, madam.
The prescription
calls for a paper of tacks. Dose two
.tablespnonfuls scattered
about the
floor before retiring." N.. Y., Weekly.

German Industry Threatened.
The passing of the German meerQueer Wedding Invitations.
schaum trade seems inevitable.
PracInvitations to weddings In Wales are
tically all the known deposits of meerbusinesslike.
When the parents
schaum have been exhausted. In the jvery
bid her friends to
last five months the price of the raw of the
ceremony, they bid them not to
material has gone up 50 per cent. the empty
handed. The cards say:
come
In a single town, Ruhla, in the
"Whatever donations you may be
forest, over 3,000 workmen have
to bestow will be thankfully
been employed in this Industry. The pleased
repaid
whenever
called for on a simionly place where meerschaum is now
lar occasion. The parents of the bride
found is in the mines of
bridegroom-elec- t
desire that all
The output there is small and most and
gifts due to them will be returned to
of it goes to England and America.
them on the above date and will be
thankful fur all favors granted."
j

Thur-Ingia-

n

i

A Big

Sturgeon.

The largest sturgeon which has ever
been landed at Aberdeen, was exposed for sale recently, at the fish
market. The fish was caught by a local trawler, at the northern fishing
grounds, and when weighed at Aberdeen turned the scale at 5ti0 pounds.
It was nine feet three inches in
length, by about five feet in girth, and
was sold by auction.
Bidding was
9 5s the sturgeon was
keen, and at
knocked down.

j
Pessimism.
certain man, who was recently;
reelected to a position that he had
held for many years, met a friend who
congratulated him on his continued
To this the other regood fortune.
plied: "Yes, but it can't always last;
I'll have to give it up some day. I
feel a great deal like a man I knew
Greatest Barber Story Yet.
who worked in one place for 40 years,
A wonderful family of barbers Is
' when discharged at last on acand
that of Benjamin M. Youells, who
count of old age remarked: 'Well, at Easton, Pa., and' who, althoughlives
87
when 1 came here I knew I wouldn't
years old, still wields a razor. Of his
have a steady job.' "
nine children, all of whom 'e living,
the three sons are barbers and ito of
Exposition of Zionism.
his six daughters can handle a razi
The Zionist central committee has as skilfully as a man. The other four
pamphlet entitled daughters married barbers. Nine of
published a
his 11 grandchildren are barbers, and
"Ten Years of Zionism" for the purpose of "ruaking the movement clear bis seven
say they
to all who are Interested." The stawill become knights of the razor.
tistical part of the book shows that
there are Zionist federations in the
Light That Is Real.
United States, Argentina, Belgium,
A happy man or woman is a better
Bulgaria, Canada, Germany, England
Ihing to find
a
note.
France, Italy, the Netherlands, Aus- He or She Is a than
radiating force
good
tria, Roumania, Russia, South Africa, will, and their entrance into of
a room
Switzerland and Hungary.
is as though another candle had been
lighted.
We need not care whether
Famous In Switzerland.
they could prove the
One of the historic bells in Switzer- proposition.
They do a better thing
land is the silver bell in the minister
than that. They practically demonat Bern. It rang "for the service ot strate the great theorim of the llvable-nes- s
God, the festivals of state and the exof life. Robert Louis Stevenson.
ecution of the evil doer." When the
forces of the young French republic
r
8,000,000
Design.
captured Bern in 1798, the citizens
A new design in fancy
r
painted it a funeral black, and under patterns comes from
Kansas City;
from the
this disguise it escaped
also a way to utilize canceled checks.
rapacity of the Gauls. Sunday
A firm has had all Its offices papered
with old checks, placed neatly edge
to edge. The face Acures of th
Abnormal Appetite.
checks vary from 130,000 to $1,000
The sow that eats her pigs hag an and the total for one room is $8,000,- abnormal appetite. It is believed by 000. As a Kilt mold I nit runu anmnit
hog feeders that this is caused by a the edges of each check panel, the
deficiency in the food. A ration of general effect is rather pleasing.
corn meal with nothing to offset the
high starchy proportion does not give
Health Note.
the substances that the sow needs for
Physicians sav that lauchter Is
the building up of her body. She seeks aid to digestión. Therefore, be mirth-in
to satisfy the abnormal craving and ful; the more the
merrier. Young
the pigs suffer.
men should grin and young
girls
should giggle as much as possible.
You may be thought silly, and this
Knew It in Advance.
Badger,"
"Halloa,
said Thorpe; will occasion some concern on the
"met a friend of yours the other day. part of your friends, but they will not
He's been talking about you, and 1 be surprised. Bohemian.

A

e

forty-sevent- h

Deer Hid Its Head.
Last winter some of the Berlin Mills
company's men caught a deer and fed
it in an abandoned camp for a few
days. The way the deer was caught
was rather peculiar,
j
They chased him in the snow and
the foolish deer, Instead of running
away, ran to a tiinload of logs and
stood with his head sticking under the
logs between two cars. Like the
ostrich he probably thought that as he
couldn't see he couldn't be seen.
j

The Usual Experience.
"When I was flush," said Ardluk,
"and had more money than I knew
what to do with, 1 was always receiving friendly offers of financial
as
sistance from loan agencies; and now
'hat I'm flat broke and can scarcely
keep soul and body together, every
mall brings me a circular from some
trust company that wants me to put
my surplus funds in gilt edge bonds
Blame It, that's what makes poverty
so hard to bear!
Hide Warship Designs.
That strict secrecy which was ob
served In the construction at Fairfield,
Glasgow, of the cruiser Indomitable
will henceforth be enforced in the
case of all ships built for the British
navy.

The staff will be sworn in

be-

fore being intrusted with the carrying
out of minute details and no one in
the yard will be able to learn anything
like complete details of warship de

signs.

Wall-Pape-

wall-pape-

feel It my duty to tell you what he
said." "Ah, well, I don't care to hear
what he said. I know it was something disagreeable," replied Badger.
"How do you know that?" "Because
you are so anxious to tell it. Good
morning. Stray Stories.

Temperance at Washington.
It is claimed that if half a score ol
society women in Washington will but
say the word next winter will see the
flowing bowl, the lively cocktail and
the fizz abandoned at the dinners and
receptions of the rich.

The leaders of

this movement profess every confidence in their ultimate success. Mrs.
J. B. Henderson is at the head of the
crusade against the use of intoxicants.
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Family of Fighters.
Gen. John W. De Peyster, the New
York veteran who has died at the age
of 86. entered the military Bervlce of
his state as early as 1846. In the civil
war time he twice offered Lincoln
three regiments, but conditions prevented the acceptance of the offers.
Three of his sons served in the war
and were made colonels by brevet before coming of age.
In the Music Store.

"There is a new song I want," remarked the customer, "but I can't
think of its name something about a
riot and a fight at Sing Sing or some

such place."
"1 guess this must be it,' ventured
the new clerk, as he handed forth a
copy of "The Village Church Choir."
t The Boehmlan.

A Fortunate Break.
Made of Hair.
An Italian named Ventura, who, In
The hair of rabbits and other ani1865, was condemned to death, has
mals in Russia is converted into
been liberated by King Victor Em- bowls, dishes
and plates, which are
manuel III. He was about to be ex- valued for their strength,
durability
ecuted when a piece of the machinery and lightness.
The articles are sim
broke. The spectators were so affec- ilar in
auuearance to varnished
ted that they obtained the commuta- leather.
tion of his sentence.
A Slow Chumo.
Genius.
Miss Koy "Mr. Slowman declared
Mrs. Kawser "How Is Johnny gethe was going to kiss me last night,
ting along as a grocer's clerk?" Mrs
but he didn't."
Miss Ascum "Of
Cros8way "Well enough, I guess.
course you indignantly repelled his
He can tie up a package with a knot advances."
Miss Koy
hat you can't untie to save your Hie, but what difference "Oh, of course,
should
that
.irid yet It'll come untied itself as
make?"
ioon as you get on the train with It"
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AWAITS YOUR ORDER

ffi DIRECTORY
Is carefully compiled and contains

a complete alphabetical list of business firms, corporations and private citizens of the entire
county; a miscellaneous directory of city,
school and county officials, banks, churches,
schools, secret and benevolent societies, labor organizations, a comprehensive description of the resources and development of
the county and the various towns, and a
Classified Business Directory of the Business Firms and Enterprises of the County

ho ooi

Contains 230 pages and is well printed on
good paper, and is substantially bound. It
friend or cuswill tell your
tomer more about Raton and Colfax county
than you could write to them in a week's
time
out-of-to-

wn

he Price is but $1.00
and is the lowest price ever put on such a
Directory Mail your order with 10 cents
for postage and the book will be mailed out
the day the order is received. Yovi cannot
invest a dollar to'better advantage than to
send the directory to your
patrons or to any interested person, or those
out-of-to-

wn

you wish to interest in this progressive town
and county. Let your order reach this office at once, that you maybe sure to receive
a copy while the supply lasts

THE RATON
PU.B LUSHING CO.
RATON, NEW MEXICO.
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From a business standpoint, Cimarron is most ideally and
strategically located at the entrance to the last great pass through
the Rocky Mountains and, as if in confirmation of the old saying
that "the last is always the bestf the St. Louis, Rocky Mountain &
Pacific Railway Company, in acquiring this pass, has secured the
best and shortest line of all to the Pacific Coast and this railroad
has shown its appreciation of the advantages and possibilities of
Cimarron and its confidence in the future of the place by selecting
it for its General Headquarters and for the location of its shops
and they have been wise for Cimarron is the center of a region that
has every resource one could ask.
Following are a few good reasons why Cimarron is likely to
become a good business point:
rs
Cimarron is the
and has the shops of the St.
Louis, Rocky Mountain & Pacific Railway Company and is to be
rs
the
and have the shops of the Cimarron & Northwestern Railroad now building. Either would make of it a large
sized town.
Cimarron is the
and the seat of operation of
the most important lumber business of New Mexico. Tributary
to the town are the finest and most extensive tracts of Pine Timber in the Southwest and the products come to Cimarron for
handling, treatment and distribution. In view of the ever increas
ing demand for lumber, the country over, had Cimarron no other
resources this business would make of it a city.
Cimarron lies in the center of the best cattle range in all the
world. Here the cattle escape the killing effects Northers of Texas
and the drouths of the far Southwest and in contrast with the great
Ranges of the North where every animal must be fed from $5.00
to $10.00 worth of hay during the cold monthsthey winter here
and keep fat without any feed other than the natural grasses, and
with the shipping facilities now afforded by the railroad, had it no
other industries to draw on, it would be a cattle town of several
thousand inhabitants.
Cimarron lie3 midway between the greatest Coal fields in
America and vast deposits of Iron, Copper, Silver and Gold. The
coke and the mineral both come down hill to Cimarron, a distance
miles or less, making it thenatural location for smelt
of twenty-fiv- e
ers which will mean rich returns from the ore that with the facil
ties for shipping now afforded by the railroad, will bring good re
turns even when shipped to distant smelters.
To the East and South are thousands of acres of rich alluv
al lands that only need the application of water or the skill jaf the
dry farmer to make them one vast garden spot. The soil is a deep
and needs no fertilizing other
sandy loam, with a clay sub-so- il
than that furnished by the waterfrom the mountain streams
Pomacious fruit grown on these same lands took the First Prize at
th Wnrld'a Columbian Exposition at Chicago. In the Taos Val
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Colfax County, Nev Mexico, lies alogn the
of a gently sloping Pinon Hill at the edge of the
heavier timbered foot hills on the Southern Slope of the
Rocky Mountains and is protected from storms and blizzards by a
spur of the Main Range.
Cimarron boasts of a climate unequalled elsewhere in
America. The summers are never too hot and th rintrs. whil
crisp and cold at times, are full of sunshine. Hunting and fishing
in the hills, streams and lakes nearby is good. It is a beautiful and
healthful country to live in. The scenery in the mountains is
magnificient and the country offers every attraction to the lover
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Should make a Vary Good water for
Boiler U88. Kindly note the unua- aally amally amall amount of total
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THE LAND OF OPPORTUNITY

TO

THE GATEWAY

TOWN,

A PROSPEROUS

Supply of Cimarron and vicinity is unlimited and
the quality for all uses is unsurpassed by any locality in the world. Following is an analysis of water
from Cimarron by R. W. Hunt & Company:
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CIÍU3 ARROW,

WEW TJ3EKICO

ley on similar lands so irrigated, the Pueblo Indians have raised
good crops of wheat without rotation of crops and without the use
of any fertilizer other than water, for over 300 years and this same
wheat was pronounced the best in quality of any exhibited at the
World s Fair at St. Louis.
To the West of Cimarron the mountains rise to an altitude of
from 9,000 to 14,000 feet and from these mountains flow never failing
streams of pure ater. at once suggestive of cheap power and of
irrigation. Cunaron lies midway between the sources of these
streams and these rich lands so well adapted to the culture of the
sugar beet, fruit, alfalfa, grain and vegetables.
Nowhere is building material found in greater variety and
abundance. Instead of having to ship lumber in, as do many

towns, upon the completion of the Cimarron fcf Northwest
ern Railroad the entire Southwest will draw in great measure
its supply of timber products from Cimarron.
To the Southwest are enormous deposits of the finest
cement rock. To the Northwest, a mountain of Iron. Every
where along the Cimarron River sharp sand and gravel, assuring a never failing supply of
concrete the building material of the future. An unlimited supply of building
stone is easily quarried along the line of the railroad within a
few miles of the town and there is clay for brick and limestone for lime. Fuel is abundant and cheap.
This then is the situation: One railroad in operation
intersecting three other important systems, which are ten,
thirty and seventy miles distant respectively from Cimarron.
Another railroadbuilding. Ore coming down hill from one
direction and coal and coke coming down hill from another,
sugar beet, alfalfa and wheat lands on one side and an unlimited supply of water on the other. Placer beds that it will
take years to work out. Timber of the finest quality in such
quantities that a railroad is being built especially to bring it in
to Cimarron.
Fruit lands, the products of which took the first prize at
the World's Columbian Exposition in Chicago. Fuel in abundance. Cement Rock. Iron, Brick Clay, Building Stone, Lime,
Sand, Gravel, etc., all within easy reach; cattle by the thousands on every side grazing the fine&t ranges in the world.
It would seem then as though Cimarron would grow.
Other towns have sprung up and have prospered with perhaps nothing more than the payroll of some railroad shop to
draw on and with many natural disadvantages to contend
with, such as the scarcity of water, fuel, building material,
etc. Other towns hive only the impetous arising from the
mining and shipping of coal. Others have agricultural resources, but nothing more. Cities arise through the night
and contend with every draw back imaginable and yet prosper with nothing but ore and less of it than lies within
twenty-fiv- e
miles of Cimarron.
Timber and cattle industries alone make towns but
Cimarron has around it not one, alone, but every resource
that one could ask. Coal, coke, gold. silver, copper, iron,
farming lands, not one uncertain stream but several never
failing streams, grazing lands, cattle, timber and building material of every kind and description, fuel, railroad shops, etc.
Enterprising men to push it and a climate unequalled any
where else in America. The town is in its infancy as yet but
the outlook is doubly attractive to both capital and labor because development has only just begun.
re-infor- ced

purchased several fine Hereford bulls
of J. D. Craighead and Fred Haines,
of La Junta and Rocky Ford, Colorado, who had a fine lot of those animals here. They were shipped to the

The Grist of Life's Mill
J. MARVIN NICHOLS.

Bell Ranch.

Douglas Wright of this city has en
gaged very extensively in the turkey
business. Already he has ioo of the
young birds and more to follow. He
is not going to lose the opportunity
for the people of this section of coun- -'
try to secure turkey this fall and win
ter.
Matt Heck came down from the
ranch above Cimarron Monday on
business. Matt looks rather thin as
make-up- ,
which is all caused from the
fact that he has just recovered from a
long and severe siege of the measles.
He went home Tuesday.
J. R. Whitworth, brother of Mrs.
F. E. Finley of this city, after a weeks
visit here with relatives, went to Ra
ton Tuesday on some business matters, and from there to his home at
Curtis, Oklahoma. After a few weeks
he expects to return to this city and
engage in business.
Some outside people, former residents of Springer, sent flowers here
to be strewn over the graves of departed loved ones on Decoration Day.
Among them were Mrs. F. C. Peterson of Denting, New Mexico, and
Mrs. P. P. Talle o Pasadena, California.
Friends here kindly attended
to their wishes and placed the flowers
on the graves.
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Natrli- all other couth curei ire constlpatint;, especially those conuinin

of higher ground of doing good for
the sake of good.
Its so strange that only in the face
of flood or flame do men rise to the
exalted meaning of real brotherhood.
What if in the marts of trade, or
along the busy highways, we all felt
the kinship of the human heart. God,
what a world!
Every age has its Napoleon of
finance its Rockefeller and its
Kven in the dim past Noah
was able to float a stock company
when all the world was forced into
involuntary liquidation. And it seems
as tt we we:e approaching another
death.
freshet a deluge of gold.
A girl's chances for making a good
A great many of the latter day
fenights of the cloth firmly believe in wife depend entirely upon the girl.
making their peace, calling and col- It takes force of character to love
deeply and to be worthy of the deeplection sure.
In this age, when this old world is est love. There are some queenly
crammed with opportunities, anybody spirits- - with heart enough to love a
can make money, but it takes an ex man for what he is and not what she
can get out of him.
pert to keep it.
I see Rockefeller is preparing to
lie is all the more a man who
dreams he has the right to kill a wolf.l astound the world by á colossal gift
whether it be before or after he kills of ;o millions when that will is probated. Is the time far distant when
the lamb.
This is an age when many mothers our
creeds shall be changed?
pay homage at the feet of a Molcch Are we all to sing the praise of John
whose arms scorch the very souls of the Iiaptist and the saving grace of
daughters while they worship.'
Standard Oil?
1 have noticed
I don't know just what the jury is
that an object looks
going to say, but it may be that he is so much larger when seen through
a mental pervert made so by a life fog. So it is. Brooding over anything
raises that thing to hideous and un
Sam Nauta of Johnsons Mesa, was
tf unbridled license.
1 he
That young man of sound principles natural proportions.
best pre a guest of his brother, Dick, a part of
and fair ability, who can save his mon- ventative is something that will oc last w'eek.
ey and control his habits, is valuable cupy tlie mind. Live above the fog- Albert Van Dyke, of Dawson, was
belt that's' it.
to any concern.
here Wednesday after a load of grain
Did you ever stop to study a real for use in his dairy business.
Knocks and bruises give success her
peculiar charms.
We learn to love leader of men? Every gesture is shy
Mrs. Dan Jackson went to Raton,
cur difficulties since they are stepping and and pensive; the voice, melodious Saturday, on account of the illness of
and cares-dugStones t'i victory.
lie is not 'a fighter a little child of Mr. and Mrs. S. T.
He is a wizard Jackson of that place.
In a sense, a deaf husband and a but a persuader.
The
blind wife come very close to the whose glamor is irresistable.
Willie Howard, who is employed at
ideal. The one never seems to hear spell is bewitching and 'gracious. But, the MCormick ranch, near Cimarron,
after all, you come to find there is spenl last Sunday with his mother,
to see anything. ,
Duty done for the sake of reward is iron under the velvet. It is like the Mrs. T. B. Simmons.
fountain whose secret
a sordid .thing little better than evil exliaustltss
Will Van Bruggeit spent Saturday DEEP TUNNEL-MININCOMPANY
night in Trinidad. He started to San
for the sake of gain. You are capable springs are hidden away.
Juan Co., Colorado, but changed his From the Raton Range.
mind, and returned on No. I, Sunday.
C. F. Scotten of Pittsburg, Pa., was
A. L. Mix and family, and their in
town Wednesday" enroute' from
guests, the liardow family of Coloto his honit in PittsElizabethtown
rad j Springs, spent part of last week
burg.
Mr. Scottcn's second
was
This
in Cimarron.
section, where he
visit
E'town
to
the
John Whitworth, late from OklaDeep
is
in
Tunnel Mininterested
the
homa,
looking
was
here
Saturday
at
Dry farmers arc still very much ela- ing his home in southern Colfax coun
the country and he may decide to lo- ing company, in which property has
tyted over the prospects.
elecC. W. Hague of Raton was in town
Another spell or winter visited us cate in the county. He is at present lately been installed a combined
Wednesday for a spell.
this week. It has been (juke epidemic the guest of his srster, Mrs. F. K. tric and air power drill.
A double shift is now being worked
Mrs. J. 1!. Jacquot left last Sunday during the past, two months. In some Finley, of Springer.
Mrs. John McCown returned from in the mine night and day, which will
places Ice is said to have formed, esafternoon for New York.
Mexico, Mo., Wednesday, where she double development work. The tunH. M. Porter was here from Denver pecially sonic miles east of here.
called to see her mother who was nel has already been driven into Baldy
was
Thursday.
George K. Crocker and family
mountain some 2200 feet and drilling
C. I'.. Hartley went down to Santa Tuesday moved to their new ranch seriously ill. She left her much
will continue until the bore has reachFe Monday on business.
which they recently purchased, a mile
The pastor, F. E. Finley, preached ed a distance of 3750 feet into the
Charley Clouthier has been in Daw- west of Wagon Mound, where they
here last Sunday and Sunday night. mountain.
son and Cimarron this week.
will make their home in the future.
The ore in this property is believed
Robert Kepler was in town ThursA. S. Landholm, manager of the He heli services in the afternoon at
be high grade, but as there is no
River
Red
the
will
school
house
to
and
Knight-LockPiano Co., oí Trinday from his ranch down southeast.
sale, Mr.
Miss Gladys
lortenstein went to idad, came up Wednesday from Las be here again on the Fourth Sunday. stock in the company for
himexpress
care
did
to
not
is
place
Scotten
mail
from
The
rural
this
to
La Junta Monday for a visit with Veg.is, where he spent several days
self to any extent on this point.
regret
soon.
any
be
We
discontinued
of
a
friends.
part
on .business.
remained
He
thing that looks like a step backwards,
Fires in the business houses and the afternoon.
Subscribe for the Cimarron News-Pres- s.
B. C. Montgomery and wife, of Roy, but the truth of this matter is that the
homes came in comfortable most of
did"
required
never
have
route
It will cost you just two dolthe
came up Wednesday and are spendthis week.
Business has been a little quiet this ing a few days here with friends be- number of patrons and for that reas lars a year. Address the Cimarron
N. M.
week in town on account of the cold fore leaving for Pennsylvania, wh,ere on has not them now. Therefore we Publishing Co., Cimarron,
nnd wet weather.
they will visit relatives and attend to are to lose it.
Last Thursday Pedro Trujil'o was
Cattle Inspector Keenan was in the some business matters.
city the first of the week, coming up
The wife and baby of M. N. Mike-sel- l, killed by lightning at his ranch on the
vice president and general man- Teneja, while herding sheep near the
from Las Vegas.
juse, and in sight of his family.
Charley Harrison was in town Mon- ager of the Farmer's Development
sun was shining and no rait1 w.t.
The
on
thly and Tuesday from his home
Company,' are recent arrivals here
the Suaz, southeast of Springer.
from their home in western Ohio, and falling at that place, but there was a
Too wet to farm a portion of the will make their home west of the city. thunder shower a mile or two to the
Deweek, too cold for crops to grow all
Mr. J. Wasson, secretary and treas- north on the Teneja Mountains.
a
comparatively
was
ceased
young
knew
Development
what urer of the Farmer's
week, so the farmer hardly
Company, was an arrival here last man, and leaves a wite and two small
to tlx
few
is
spending
a
Willie Kremis
week from his home at McComb, children.
DIXIE.
lays visiting at the Gillespie ranch Ohio, and will remain a short time
Sunhis
home
gong
last
Mikesell
out
at
with Manager
cut cast of town,
day.
west of the city.
Storms General Through
M. W. Mills has been in Las Vegas
Springer is going to celebrate on
out the Territory.
a portion of the week on business be- the Fourth of July in modern style,
free
Big
Miguel
district
it.
county
San
forget
The
the
chilly
weather and incessant
fore
and you must not
court.
fish fry, good races, fireworks and a rain ntormi of the past wk that have
George W. Wardner went up to Ra- grand ball. What more could you ex- prevailed in this vicinity, have been
ton Monday for a visit with his fami- pect, crowded all into one day.
general throughout the territory. No
ly, the two children being sick with a
II. C. Gimson, who ranches down such weather has before lieen known
siege of the measles.
below Roy on the Red River and during ine closing aays oi amy. i ne
J. M. Higgins and his son John whose family have been living in Cim- storm in the territory took the form
went down to Las Vegas Tuesday, arron for several months past, came of a heavy and continuous rainfall
the latte as a witness in the San Mi- up Wednesday evening and yesterday which soaked the ground as it has
not been soaked for years.
guel county district court.
went on to Cimarron for a short visit
In the higher altitudes the rain
Tominic Salazar is spending the with his family.
turned into snow, and in Cloudcroft,
McComb,
Sweetfamily
of
week at farming out on the
John Snurr and
which lies along the crest of the
water, and making and repairing irri- Ohio, with their daughter, Mrs. Sam Sacramento mountains, over two
gating ditches and laterals.
Saucer of Raton, arc guests at the inches of snow fell in the past few
Rev. Findlcy went down to Roy home of Mr. and Mrs. Mikesell west days.
Wednesday where he conducted the of the city. The Snurr family may
funeral services over the remains of conclude to permanently remain in
CAPTAIN CURRY DELAYED
Mr. Wilson, who died there Tuesday. this country.
The latest advices are to the effect
y
Emilio Valdez is making some
The substantial and attractive addi- that Captain George Curry, the newly
and substantial improvements on tion to the residence of H. C. Abbott
appointed Governor of New Mexico,
the dwelling house at his ranch on the in this city is being rapidly pushed to- will not leave Manila for the L'nited
Sweetwater, formerly the Jacquot ward completion. With this improve- States until about the middle of July.
ranch.
ment along with those he has been Accordingly Captain' Curry will not
It has not been discovered whether making around his home, Mr. and reach Washington until the middle or
dry farmers practice the old custom Mrs. Abbott will in a few short years last of August and the Territory unof keeping it jug in the harvest field have a place they can justly and wetl j til about Sept. I. This statement has
and around yonder side of the stack ),e roud of. They arc entitled to it, been confirmed by Delegate Andrews.
jas they have always been among our
r.n threshing days.
Charles Sciisrni.nl, of Pleasant Hill, 1at enterprising citizens.
Where to Stop in Raton.
y
manager of the Hell
O Doih-IOhio, w.i an arrival lu re la- Satur-- j
I'aiace
Hotel opposite Santa'Fe'de-'- .
over
the
Ranch Cattle Co, was in tin- city
tlay, and is looking around
view of mak- - .,,n(,,y. While here Mr. O'Doiu
Rooms "0 c'nts and $1.
tf
country tf'th a

That person is not born who will
not suffer some sort of shipwreck on
life's tempestuous sea.
Many a woman who keeps the
from boiling over fails to work the
tame racket on her temper.
Cupid strings to his girdle a key
that unlocks the gate sometimes to
paradise; sometimes to hell.
Fix your whole soul on the one
thing in life that counts for you. This
supreme act is life's polar star.
No man is a great financier until he
learns the secret art of holding his victim by the throat until it chokes to

AND

HONEY

vr? Tastes

so good

Kennedy'! Laxatire Couth Syrup moyi

E. C. OeWITT

4

CO.

CHICA60
the bowels, contains no Opiates.

Cimarron

LUMBER CO.
Wholesale and Retail
Lumber and Building
Material of Every Description and Builders' Hardware

CIMARRON
LUMBER Co.
CIMARRON. N. M.

.

News Notes From

Springer Stockman

e

I

Drug Store
Schroeder's
Raton, New
Mexico

For anything you need in Drugs, Medicines or Toilet Articles, etc. Our Stock is complete and our Prices
aré-tigh- t

Speciiil attention given to Optical
Always Given.

Dr. Geo. C. Roberts

WorK,

Manager

-

JOHN WHITLEY.

WHITLEY
Successors to Littrell

J. D. STEVENS.

STEVENS
&

Livingston.

fine Wines, Liquors, Cigars, etc.

CIMARRON
CONSTRUCTION
COMPANY
General Contractors

Operates in all the' Towns in the
Territory

S. E. PELPHREY

Gen'l Manager

nec-sar-

-t

;,.i-ib-
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and Satifsaction
Spanish Spoken

Cimarron, N. M.
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MINERAL LANDS
Extensive Areas of fligh and low grade
Ore awaiting Development

and 19

Gold Silver Copper
Iron
Our Mining Regulations are very

favReg-

orable to the Prospector. These
ulations apply to all Mineral Lands
contained within the Boundaries of the
Grant in New Mexico except reservations indicated on the mineral maps
published by the Company
Within this reservation Special Arrangements will be made with parties
desiring a large acreage and who are
prepared to develop the same

Conditions

All

are favorable to the success of the
District

Forfurtherinformation write

The Maxwell Land Grant Company
CIMARRON. NEW MEXICO
Folsom Notes.

ST. LOUS, ROCKY MOUNTAIN & PACIflC

Tisí Grace Allen,
our primary
teacher, left Saturday night to visit
friends at I'assamonte.

Passenger

uaiiy and .Miss i;ronson spent
the week at "Eagle Rock," the guests
Airs,

"f Mrs. Gann.
Mrs. Elstou is down from Trinidad
visiting friends and will spend a lev
i'aiii .No.
days at her ranch near Sierra Grande. M.pn.
VVcl. Train No.
I'nily
Mr. Clark has moved his family
4 lo (,m
""""
2Sam
here from Raton and will take charge
4'1iii
4 4.1 .in
of the Folsom Lumber Yard.
Mr.
S3"""
White will go to Raton.
".!'. !".
Pol Padilla and Miss Mamie Kele-heloam t S".W.iu
nm
VIaiu
were maried Wednesday morning
,''3"Pm
at the Catholic church.
They later
P"'
drove to Trinchera to visit a sister of 1
Í".,Muce
o','".11
I.
and
irm
the bride. The witnesses to the cere..T
ni.
mony were Mr. and Mrs. U. Padilla,
sjHiurdiiy
Moine
of the
brother and sister-in-laI !!" m
42
am
;
groom. The cuplé will reside in
31
,
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J. P. Odell is putting up a telephone
line to his ranch east of t"wn.

1" "

t

s.

White, our druggist, was in
Trinidad on business Thursday.
Mrs Thorp is spending a few week-wit- h
M. M.
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The supreme court of Missouri has
fixed the date of "Lord" Barring-tonexecution for July 25 at Clay-
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NOTES.
The business men of Red River
have signed an agreement among
themselves to close their places of

The ' republicans of Cleveland, O.,
have adopted resolutions Indorning
Secretary Taft for the presidency.
Day was generaly obMemorial
throughout the country by
served
patriotic speeches and decorating the
graves of the dead veterans. At Chi
cago Gen. Kuroki ana bis party took
part in the exercises.
Hiram H. Leonard, former confidential man aid cashier for the Evans, Snyder, Buel Live Stock Com
mission company of Chicago, has
been Indicted on a charge of

ton. Mo.

am

13 'IS

Train No

Mmi..

2

STATIONS.

ii:d river prospector

her son, Sam Pawley and wife,
down the Cimarron.
Mr. and Mrs. 1'assett. of Denver,
"! ncd here Wednesday night and
v il! continue their journey south b
automobile.
They were here a few
weeks ago in their automobile, but
were detained by the bad weather and
gave up the trip for the time and returned to Denver. They hope to have
better luck, this time, however.
Mrs. f. F. Owen, who has been'
spending the past three weeks with
friend in Oklahoma, returned home
today, accompanied by Mr. Choate,
an old friend of the family who will
spend the summer here.

50
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Mr. Simpson is (jnite sick with the
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business on Sundays from now on.
E. S. Redding, a hotel man from
Questas, left for Denver yesterday on
business.
It is reported that some of the apple trees in the Taos valley have
blossomed the sec md time this spring
Joseph Bruder writes from Gold-filN'ev., that since the close of the
strike that camp is again on the boom.
Mrs. C. H. Logan of Trinidad is
visiting her daughter, Mrs. T. A. Nelson, of this place.
It. P. Hatch has finished timbering
up the tunnel on the Iron Mask property and has begun pushing the tunMr. Hatch is
nel into the mountain.
77 years old and is one of those prospectors who believes in developing
his properties. He expects to begins
shipping ore from the Iron Mask.
Douglas Putnam is home with his
family for a few days. He has been
working at Center, Colo.
n
Earl Young was over from
a few days last week doing
some assessment work on claims near
the Last Chance property up Pioneer.
J. O. Gill and the Oldham brothers
are moving this week ,to the Bunker
Hill mining property on Gold hill,
where they will spend some time in

Pa.

DALY &

CON

CO,

CIMARRON, N. M.

Contractors and Builders,
Stone, Brick ami Alol e.
Es;imatcB on application.

W. C. SCHERRER 4 SONS
:
Cimarron,
New Mexico
Contractors and Builders.
Adobe, Stone, Iron, Tin ami Woodwork. Grading. Tennis by Day or
Wee. Terms Reasonable. Estimates on Application.

development work. They have obtained some good assays from thi
property.
Walter Witt and Charles Gallagher
were over from Klizabethtown Tuesday and Wednesday. Mr. Gallagher
is purchasing all the cattle he can obtain.
Edward

Price, Horace Putnam and
Jack Urudenburg were fishing at
the first of the week. They
had good luck, but they buried their
fish in the snow and coyotes made
to

meal off them.
I !oyd Augustine, who has Leer
working in the coal mines at Dawson,
has returned to this camp to look after his mining interests.

i

THE C. M. A. BALL.

LOCALS and PERSONALS
H.H. Hankim

will be
was down from Ute that there

Park, Tuesday.
Mr. T. A. Wonder has bis new store,
in good shape.
M. N. Conley was over Saturday
.
from Springer, returning on Monday.

The Wonder, going

Grant and Lige Shehan were in
town the last of the week from Maxwell.

Ira McBride was down from Ute
Park to attend the dance Saturday
flight.

J. R. Foster has returned to
Katon after spending Sunday aüd
Mrs.

"Monday in Cimarron.
L. Charette and R. Wildensten have
added a porch on the south and west
sides of their saloon.
A party was giv,en on Monday evening at the Records' home in honor
of Mr?. William Marling.
C. R. van Houten has returned to
his home at Ponil Park, having been
in Raton since last Friday.
II. H. IIankinshas the contract for
and is building a wye for the Rocky
Mountain company at Ute Park.
Elijah Littrcll, of the I.ittrell ranch
on the Vermejo, was in town Saturday accompanied

by his son

kn.

George Crocker of the eastern part
short
of the county, is in town for,
visit with bis brother Frank Crocker.
r1

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Brooks have as
guests Miss Mae Bradley of Chingo,
and Miss Edna McKatinou of Denver.
Louis Larson and his sisters, Misses
F.mma and Lottie came over from
Springer for the great ball Saturday
evening.

John Peden has returned to his old
position at the round house, lie had
but recently removed from this place
to Dawson.
Clarence and Ed Lcatherman, who
nre working on the Cimarron and
Northwestern railroad, were in town
over Sunday.
Cestivan and Catt saw mill company
at Black Lakes, are shipping a larger

part f their production to the Cimarron Lumber Company.
Large mtantities of ties are being
shipped from Martinez station for the
construction work' of the Cimarron
and Northwestern railroad.
Wilder a saw mill man
formerly located in the Catskills is
William

looking up a location in the Ponil district where he wishes to build a large
mill.

at least

25.0CO

Sir

Knights in the parade and music will
be furnished by every celebrated band
in the country.
Cimarron will now have a chance
to get in line for good baseball, the
team has elected Brooks as 'captain.
All the team hás needed right along
was a captain. They have plenty of
good material, but were not organized.
Eugene W. Keep bought the Livingston & Liitrell butcher shop last
Tuesday, lit. Keep is going to remodel the shop and the business
methods. In the future the shop will
h tve a supply of beef, muttoB, pork
and green vegetable always on hand.
Mrs. J.E. Bradford, of Ute Park,
h is returned from a trip through the
South, where she had been since Jan
uary. She was met at Raton by ber
husband who owns a sawmill near Ute
Park, and waa accompanied home by
him.

.

.

Jim Livingstone has let the contract
for a second story to "be put on his
house and saloon, within two weeks a
new bar and glassware viil be installed. The whole building will be

painted and thoroughly
renovated.
E. if. Fisher formerly consulting
engineer
for the Rocky Mountain
company, has taken the position of
engineer for the Cimaron Townsite
company in place of Frank M. Haim-baug- h
who recently resigned. Mr.
Fisher will be an addition to Cimarron athletics and will be a pitcher in
the local baseball team.
(
Thomas Conkling and family have
moved into their new home on North
First street, adjoining the residence
of W. L. Kegel. J. T. Coronel, private secretary to H. P. Rosebcrry,
treasurer of the St. Louis,
Rocky Mountain & Pacific R. R. company, is residing with the Conklings.
Raton Range.
at

Brilliant.
Mrs. James Poyser spent Memorial
Day in Raton.
Mrs. Richard Cornish, an old time
resident of Blossbnrg, whoTns resided
in Gray Creek, Colo., for the past few
years, is visiting friends here.
Dr. Hobbs of the Gardiner hospital
met with a painful accident last Monday evening while driving to Raton
to attend the performance of Mrs.
Fi.ske, which will cause him to use
crutches for several weeks to come.
About a mile and a half this side of
Gardiner the horse became frightened

automobile line is reported as
being planned to run between Springer and L'te Park. This improvement and ran away, throwing the doctor
will be a part of the Hankins Stage out, giving him a badly sprained
line.
ankle and many painful bruises. He
Light or ten wagons heavily 'on.! was removed to the Gardiner hospital
day where his injuries wee attended to.
cd with lumber come in e.T-He is getting along as nicely as could
from the mill in Dean canyon delivering their product to the Cimarron be expected.
Lumber company.
Mrs. Nat Chapin, of Koehler, called
Raton friends Saturday on her way
on
Co.
have
Mercantile
Cimarron
The
built a carriage block five feet wide home from Trinidad, where she had
been visiting for several days.
and forty feet long in front of their
Mrs. Walter Kerr of Brilliant, was
big store. This will be a great conin Raton Sunday to meet her husband
venience to their patrons.
who came in from Van Houten via
The Continental Tie and Timber the Swastika route.
company is busy stocking its new
Mrs. Tom Brown spent Saturday in
Last week it received six Raton shopping.
Warehouse.
Edward Triplett, of Gardiner, left
cars of oats, corn and flour in addition
Saturday for Denver to attend the
to five cars of mixed freight.
Ormon Paddock and Judge Bishop wedding of his brother which took
were down from the ranch in Ponil place yesterday.
Thomas Curran, of Gardiner, has
Park the last of the week. The Bishop family recently moved from here returned from Roswell where he has
Milito the above place and have many been attending the New Mexico
friends to welcome them to Cimarron tary Academy.
Arthur Officer, of Raton, is filling
The saw mill at Ute Park which Edward Triplett's position as clerk
was recently destroyed by fire has at Gardiner while the latter is away.
fcetn rebuilt and is running again with
Mrs. Joseph Curran and son, ThomW. J. Fulton in charge. The output as, visited Mrs. E. O. Jones in Raton
of this mill is about fifteen thousand last Saturday.
foot a day.
Mr. Scotty, of Brilliant, spent Sunday in Raton.
M'S John Whitley anived Tuesd-iThe Koehler and Van Hotitcn base
from Maxwell with her household
bec-.- t
ball
teams played at the latter place
has
who
Whitley,
Mr.
son's.
l.crc for some time, has sect: 'i. I a last Sunday and Van Houten won by
house and they will g: to housekeep- a score of 17 to 4- The Koehler boys
took the regular train at Preston and
ing at once.
made merry with songs until their
A public hack and baggage wanon
home town was reached.
This needed
now meets all trains.
public convenience was instituted by
FOR SALE.
Anhnr O'Sullivan, who has a reputaA brand new rooming house and
tion for accommodating people '.hat
will Stand m well in this business.
cMrmrnnt property in Cimarron, is
now and
Mrs. M Savage, of Denver, and payng S'oo per year rent
cash. Infor
bought
$4.500
be
can
rearc
Mrs. Lucy Smith, of Springer,
per
spectively housekeeper and cook r if vest your avings ami make 20
from the
money
your
on
ent
interest
well
come
'the new Club House. They
lxsid-gettinc the benefit of
recommended to the management of t.irt
in the price of real estate.
the
increase
U
selection
the Club House and their
The company's object in selling is to
considered a fortunate one.
;mt the money into other buildings
The Knijjhts Templar throughout or the accommodation of i.nv comers
,lio are arriving iij town every day.
the country will hold the graod
this year in Saratoga For further particulars address CimSpring. X. V., from July 7 to 15, and arron Lumber company.
preparation are being made to make
Subscribe for News and Press,
itno elaborate affair. It is expected
An

b

--
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J. R. Charette

cV Bro.
General Merchandise

Way down in New Mexico where the Cimarron waters flow,
There the mighty Rocky Mountains their summits capped with snow:
ThereMhe cattle are a browsin' way beyond the neutral strip,
And the prairie dogs are sneezing as if they had the grippe.
There the coyote and the, badger and the ratlesnake abound,
And a million stars are twinkling over a wilderness profound,
Where the lonesome tawny prairies melt into airy streams,
Where the majestic mountains slumber into heavenly dreams;
Where the antelope is grazin' and the chattering magpies call,
It was there I attended the C. M. A. Ball.

Our Motto; "Live and Let Live"
SEASONABLE GOODS

.

Men's fine ribbed underwear, good warm fgoods, the Iídó
usually sold for f 1.25 a suit, will 0 the rest of the season at

85c

MEN'S BOOTS

16,00 grades in cowboys' and miners' boots, the best wearers
and good styles, we are selling for

The town was grim old Cimarron, a good old towp in the hills,
Where the C. M. A. Boys have their meetings and dance in the old grist mill,
Where the air is soft and balmy and, dry and full of health,
And the prairies are aflowing with the cattle owner's wealth;
Where they tell big yarns and stories of most amazin' size,
Which in a lying contest would surely take the prize,
Where the C. M. A. Boys pull the Coal oil can on the known tenderfoot,
They give him a good old shampoo and make him treat the crowd to boot,
'Twas there I say at the C. M. A. Boys' earnest call,
That I went to the reception given at the C. M. A. Ball.

$4.50

MEN'S OVERALLS

Heavy drill bib overalls, worth
tl.25, we are selling per
pair at

Best heavy drill, without bibs,
the 75c grade , we want
you to wear 'em per pr. 5ÜC

FINE GROCERIES

.

75c
CANNED GOODS

Our line of groceries is well selected, and the prices are lower than
maov towns farther east. In canned goods and fancy groceries
our line is unexcelled. Fresh ranch eggs, at low prices. Topeka
Our warehouse is full of
Creamery Butter at 85c per pound
feed, hay and grain, and the prices are very low.

The leader was a feller from the Rocky Mountain shops,
from up the Swastika .Route.
They call him
His rig was kind of careless, old blue jumper and dirty face;
And or dancing his reputation was: he could beat anybody's pace.
His voice was like a bugle upon the mountain height,
His feat were animated with a mighty movin' sight
When he commenced to holler, "Now fellers stake your pen
Lock horns to all them heifers and rustle them like men,"
"Go way round them, feci-- , now swing and let them go;"
"Climb the grape vine; Go after 'em; All hands
just lead them down the hall,"
"You mavericks jine the round-up- ,
active
getting
mighty
at the C. M. A. Ball.
Well: 'Twas
Chief-2-Feathe-

& Bro.
Charette
J, R. Cimarron,
New Mexico
C. O.

N. F. WONDER.

WONDER.

Wonder Trading Co. t

The boys were tolerably skittish, the ladies powerful neat,
And F. O.'s old bass music just got there with both feet,
That waiting frisky Mandolin I never shall forget,
kept on sighing .1 think I hear him yetl,
And Windy-Hee- l
"Chase your own brands fellers and chase them to one side;"
Spur Brass Ankles to the middle A'ith Mustang Mat's bride''
p
Bunco Jim d jwn the middle and twine the ladies chain,"
"Shallow Brains pen the fillies in Rye Straw's sleepy train"
"Now pull your freight together right and left through and change,"
"You Diamond Dick lead the trail herd through Do Funny's range,"
"Ride around you wild eyed Broncos, Now rope 'em, Balance all,"
"Ymi know we were all getting lively at the C. M. A. Ball."

CIMARRON. N. M.

t

"7-u-

Meat

"

and Vegetable Market,

Ice Cream, Tobaccos,

Confectionery and Lunch

t

STABLE

thought he could break the limit
to the minute
By dancing around the hall
Plumb Bob started for his partner, but was rather slow,
For Gravel Heel had cornered her, so he had to let 'em go,
Few Clothes tried to take up a collection for the C. M. A.
John D. said he could not raise any money: Oh! take him away
Shikepoke paid his dollar with a smile upon his face
Johnny-on-the-Sp-

SUPPLIES

Q

AXLE GREASE,
EARLESS OIL, WHIPS,
CURRY COMBS,
SWEAT COLLARS, and also

TSADtOMARItCJ

HALTERS, BRUSHES,
BICKMORE'S GALL riTRF.

e warrant a satisfactory
hlch
Cure for Galls, Wounds, and Sorea upon animal

with bis second violin was filting in the space,
Light Foot pulled off his hat and coat and began to shout,
Theji Loose Pants commenced to holler, "Boys, lets cut it out."
The dust riz fast and furious we all just galloped round
was downed,
Till the scene got so awful rocky that Touch-Me-NWe buckled to our partners and told them to hold on,
Then shook our hoop like blazes until the early dawn;
Don't tell me of your waltzin' or polka, No Sir ee
That dance at slow old Cimarron just took the cake with me,
I'm sick of lazy shuiflin', of that I've had enough
But give me a frontier break down by the C. M. A. Tough
Few Spokes, he aint no where when Joe McGinn leads the show

Johnny-off-the-Sp-

LITTRELL

ot

Cimarron,

v

J

I've seen them both in harness so I orter know
Oh Buffalo Nat I shant forget yer and I'll often times recall
That lively gaitey Swarry at the C. M. A. Ball.
Written by B.

15
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SPRINGER. NEW MEXICO
GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS DONE.

Capital Paid Up
S.

$30,000

I

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
C. N. Blackweli., President
S. Floersheim,
D. J. Devine, Cashier
M. M. Salazar
R. E. Alldredge
G. W. Gillespie
Vica-Preeide-

AN OLD TIMER
Battered and bent, cracked and dis
abled, one of the pioneer engines of
the Santa Fe system has been hauled
back to Albuquerque after twenty-fiv- e
years of service to go to the scrap
heap.
The machine has attracted
much attention down in the yards. It
is number one and bears the initials

Speaks Enthusiastically
of Colfax County's Growth.

Francisco mountain country. This
battered old hulk of an engine, with
enormous smoke box and spark catcher on top of the stack with diminutive boiler and eight equally diminutive drivers is a most interesting relic
ofthe railroading of a quarter of a
century and more ago. Old timers remember well when engines of this
type were used as passenger machines
on the Santa Fe main line and were
considered powerful and imposing locomotives. The rusty old machine
should be preserved as a historical exhibit in the Santa Fe museum.

hard to prophesy what development
they will reach. The railroads which
are now being extended into the timber section of northwestern Colfax
county are opening up that part and We are prepared to shjp immediately straight or mixed cars of anythe lumber industry promises to be a thing in Groceries, Flour, Hay, Grain, Salt, Potatoes, Salt Meats,
most important one not only in Colfax Lard.
county or New Mexico, but of the
Southwest. The Cimarron and Northwestern railroad is being extended
into the timber region from Cimarron
to
and the output of the saw mills along
that line is liable to run up to 300,000
feet per day as soon as the saw mills (
that are contemplated are erected and
put in opera) ion. This, from what I
have heard, will be within the next
six months.
"The mineral resources of the western part of our county will also receive a new impetus and development
owing to the extension of railroads
CHARETTE & BRACKETT, Props.
into those mineral zones. It has been
fully demonstrated that ore deposits
Wines,
rich in gold, silver, copper and lead of
great extent are located there and
some of the properties in years gone
by have been great wealth producers.
With cheap and proper railroad communications this region will take a
new start and new life and I expect to
its railroad connections and its mining county of New Mexico in population,
see many prosperous and
surrounding timber, lumber industry, in wealth, in industries and in everytninintf camp there before long.
"Ralon i growing like the proverb- stock raising and agricultural resourc- thing that goes for morality, for prosial mushroom and bids fair to be one es and the mining developments arc perity and for advancement in every
of the largest, if not the largest citv hound to make it a very thriving, pop- respect. In closing I am glad to 8ay
in the territory within five years.. It ulous and prosperous city. I do not that it is my opinion that in politics
caññot be kept down and it must grow believe 1 am saying too much when I the comity will be safely and stronjy
as the resources tribulary to it and predict that within a few short years Republican by an overwhelming ma
the business .there wil come to it from Colfax ' county will be the banner jority." Santa Fe New Mexican.

Continued from Page One.

as I ever saw. The
land
owned by the St. Louis, Rocky Mountain and Pacific Railroad company
"A. & U. R. R." which signify "Ari- and its allied interests are of even
zona and Utah," one of the numerous greater extent than the holdings of
lumber lines running up into the San the Dawson company and really it is

Breaks World's Record,
Denver. Three cheers for B. Lynn
Mathewson, the Barney Oldfleld of Colorado and then three more íor H. 8.
l
Urlnker, the little
These two cracks, driving forty-hnrspower Thomas Flyers, had
things practically their own' way, each
winning two events at the great automobile races, at Overluod park in this
city.
It was a great day for Mathewson.
Circling the track at an average speed
of 1 minute and 11 seeomls per mile,
he piatticRlly liad everything his owr
ace, wlnnln
way in the rndunrin
dare-devi-
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A great de.d oí coal is c
svl!
here and as 'hi bin is
e a gre it
Iii:n: pg' one it will
to the Lumber Compii;'
i miiieing
co;;l orders.
I

BANKING TOWN TO CIMARRON

Remsberg Mercantile
Company
i

Wholesale Grocers

Prompt and Special Attention
Always Given
our Orders

Raton,

New Mexico

The Lobb

....Fine

Saloon & Cafe

Liquors and Cigars. Billiard....
Room in Connection.

Short Order Cafe Open Day and flight

well-to-d-

Cimarron

NEAREST

o

